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“Working together for our shared passion of a hypnotic future!”
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In this my first Presidents letter I would like

The new Board of Directors was elected in

to thank you all for electing and trusting

Manchester a few months ago at the

me to represent your aspirations for the

XIV ESH congress. This was a very joyous

science and art of clinical hypnosis.

occasion, which for me was the embodi-

I very much see my role as an enabler - to
realize how you would like clinical hypnosis to progress over the next three years,
and of course to do this, I and your board
of directors, need to know how we can
best help.
So, please let me know!

ment of the raison d'être of ESH. That of
bringing together the diverse talent and experience of our members into a forum in
which everyone can say that they left with
something more than when they arrived.
When promoting the event nationally and
internationally, I often spoke to a parody of
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Jane Austin's famous opening to Pride and
Prejudice: ‘It is a truth universally acknow-

“I very much see my role as

ledged’, that a society can only flourish if

an enabler - to realize how

all its members are part of its life, so take a

you would like clinical hypno-

risk, come and enjoy yourself in Manchester and be part of developing the future of
clinical hypnosis…

sis to progress over the next
three years.”

A final observation on the Congress which
again reflects our various experiences. For
the UK at about 350 delegates this was
the largest gathering dedicated to clinical
hypnosis for many years, and yet for many
of our sister societies the attendance was
at the other extreme and a comment I
heard more than once is that it was an
event that was 'small but perfectly formed’. A suitable epithet for an inspiring

The board meetings involved sharing our
visions for the next triennium, and then devising plans to bring them to fruition. There
is much to be done in administrative and
practical tasks to ensure the financial and
legal probity of the society. In terms of outreach we are committed to these interrela-

Congress.

ted projects.

The board had its first on site meeting in

Facilitating and encouraging research, that

Kiev 20 - 22 October. This was generously
sponsored by UAPP (Ukrainian Association of Psychotherapists and Psychoanalysts) and The Medical University of
Kiev. The Ukraine is a country involved in a
largely forgotten war, with all the concomitant trauma both psychological and soma-

has clinical relevance and academic rigour.
Engaging with the World Health Organisation (WHO) to bring hypnosis from its current classification as ‘complimentary to medicine’ to its rightful place as a ‘mainstream medical intervention’.

tic. Presentations and workshops given by

I will of course to keep you abreast of deve-

the board were well received and hopefully

lopments in future newsletters, and I look

we made, an albeit small contribution, to

forward to working together for our shared

helpful strategies for their overstretched

passion of a hypnotic future!

mental health services.
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Translated into German
by Marie-Jeanne Bremer
In diesem meinem ersten Präsidenten-Brief möchte ich mich

fein ».

Ein passende Bezeichnung für diesen inspirierenden

bedanken für Ihr Vertrauen in mich, dass ich Ihre Ansprüche in

Kongress.

Wissenschaft und Kunst der klinischen Hypnose vertreten
darf.

Der Vorstand hatte sein erstes Vor-Ort Meeting in Kiew vom
20.-22. Oktober. Dieses wurde grosszügig von der UAPP

Ich möchte in den nächsten 3 Jahren nach Möglichkeit Ihre

(Ukrainian Association of

Psychotherapists and Psychoa-

Wünsche in Sachen Weiterentwicklung der klinischen Hypno-

nalysts) und der medizinischen Universität von Kiew gespon-

se umsetzen. Und dafür müssen wir, der Vorstand sowie ich

sert. Die Ukraine ist in einen von der Weltöﬀentlichkeit schon

selbst, wissen, wie wir am besten helfen können. Deshalb bit-

fast vergessenen Krieg verwickelt, mit allen dadurch entste-

te ich Sie, mir mitzuteilen, welches Ihre Vorstellungen sind.

henden Traumata, sowohl psychologischer wie körperlicher
Natur. Die vom Vorstand angebotenen Vorträge und Work-

Der neue Vorstand wurde vor einigen Monaten während dem

shops wurden sehr gut

aufgenommen. Hoﬀentlich konnten

XIV ESH-Kongress in Manchester gewählt. Es war ein sehr

wir dazu beitragen, im überlasteten psychischen Ge-

fröhlicher Anlass, welcher in meinen Augen die « raison

sundheitssystem der Ukraine hilfreiche Strategien zu entwic-

d’être » der ESH verkörpert: nämlich die Talente und Erfahrun-

keln.

gen unserer Mitglieder in einem Forum zu vereinen, so dass
alle bei ihrer Abreise um einiges reicher waren als bei der

Während den Vorstandssitzungen wurden unsere Visionen für

Ankunft.

die nächsten drei Jahre gesammelt und in Programme aufgeteilt, die der Umsetzung dieser Visionen dienen.

Bei der nationalen und internationalen Werbung für den Kongress habe ich oft die berühmten einleitenden Worte aus Ja-

Auf administrativer und praktischer Ebene fallen viele Aufga-

ne Austin’s Pride and Prejudice (« Stolz und Vorurteil ») paro-

ben an, um die finanzielle und legale Seriosität unserer Gesell-

diert.

schaft zu garantieren. Bei der Öﬀentlichkeitsarbeit streben wir
folgende Projekte an:

« Es ist eine allgemein anerkannte Wahrheit, dass eine Gesellschaft nur florieren kann, wenn alle ihre Mitglieder an ihrem

Forschungsprojekte mit klinischer Relevanz und akademische

Leben teilnehmen ; also geht das Risiko ein, kommt nach Man-

Ansprüchen erleichtern und fördern.

chester, und geniesst es, Teil des Entwicklungsprozesses der
zukünftigen klinischen Hypnose zu sein… »

Die World Health Organisation (WHO) dazu verpflichten, dass
sie die Hypnose von der aktuellen Klassifizierung « komple-

Noch eine Schlussbemerkung zum Kongress, welche unsere

mentärmedizinisch »

zur berechtigten Bezeichnung

unterschiedlichen Erfahrungen widerspiegelt. Für Grossbritan-

vention im medizinischen Bereich » aufwertet.

« Inter-

nien war dies mit 350 Teilnehmern seit Jahren das grösste
Zusammentreﬀen im Namen der klinischen Hypnose, auch

Selbstverständlich werde ich Sie in den kommenden Newslet-

wenn Teilnehmerrekordzahlen bei vielen unserer Schwestern-

ters auf dem Laufenden halten, und ich freue mich darauf, mit

Gesellschaften in andern Extremen angesiedelt sind. Ein oft

Ihnen im Sinne unserer Leidenschaft für eine hypnotische

gehörter Kommentar war : die Veranstaltung war « klein aber

Zukunft zu kooperieren.
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Translated into French
by Gerard Fitoussi
Pour la première lettre de ma présidence, j’aimerais tout

ment sponsorisée par l’UAPP (Ukrainian Association of

d’abord vous remercier de m’avoir élu et de me faire confian-

Psychotherapists and Psychoanalysts – Association Ukrainien-

ce pour représenter vos aspirations dans le domaine du déve-

ne des Psychothérapeutes et des Psychanalistes) et l’Univer-

loppement de l’hypnose en tant qu’art et science.J’envisage

sité de médecine de Kiev. L’Ukraine est un pays où sévit une

mon rôle comme celui d’un facilitateur pour réaliser vos

guerre largement oubliée avec toutes ses conséquences aﬀé-

souhaits liés au devenir de l’hypnose durant les trois prochai-

rentes de traumas à la fois psychologiques et somatiques. Les

nes années. Dans ce contexte, le comité directeur et moi-mê-

conférences et les ateliers donnés par les membres du bureau

me avons besoin de savoir comment nous pouvons vous aider

furent bien reçus et nous espérons avoir pu apporter une con-

au mieux. Aussi, n’hésitez pas à nous l’indiquer !

tribution aussi minime soit-elle au développement de
stratégies utiles pour les services de santé ukrainiens qui sont

Le nouveau comité directeur a été élu il y a quelques mois au

plus que surchargés.

cours du XIVème Congrès ESH qui s’est tenu à Manchester.
Ce fût un moment joyeux qui symbolisa pour moi la raison

Les réunions du comité directeur ont eu pour objectif de parta-

d’être de l’ESH : celle de réunir les divers talents et l’expérien-

ger notre vision pour les trois années à venir et de planifier les

ce de nos membres au sein d’un forum où chacun peut dire

actions pour les mettre en pratique. Il y a tant à faire au niveau

qu’il est reparti avec plus de connaissance qu’il n’en avait en

administratif et pratique pour s’assurer de la santé financière

arrivant. En faisant la promotion de cet événement au niveau

et légale de la société. En termes de sensibilisation, nous

national et international, je pensais souvent à une parodie de

nous sommes donnés pour tâche de mette en place ces

l’ouverture du livre Jane Austin, «Orgueil et Préjugés» : «C’est

projets interdépendants.Vous serez bien entendu informés

une vérité universellement reconnue’ qu’une société ne peut

des développements de nos actions dans les prochaines new-

s’épanouir que si tous ses membres en sont partie prenante »,

sletters et je suis attentif à travailler avec vous pour notre pas-

alors prenez des risques, venez, profitez de Manchester et

sion commune d’un futur hypnotique !

faites partie du développement et du futur de l’hypnose clinique…

Faciliter et encourager une recherche ayant une pertinence
clinique et une rigueur académique.

Une dernière observation à propos du Congrès qui reflète la
variété de nos expériences. Pour le Royaume-Uni, environ 350

Engager des discussions avec l’Organisation Mondiale de la

délégués étaient présents, ce qui représente le plus grand ras-

Santé (OMS) pour modifier la classification de l’hypnose afin

semblement consacré à l’hypnose depuis de nombreuses an-

qu’elle passe de sa classification actuelle de ‘complémentaire

nées. Cependant, pour de nombreuses sociétés sœurs, la par-

à la médecine’ à la place qui doit être la sienne ‘d’intervention

ticipation était à l’autre extrême et l’un des commentaires que

médicale intégré à la pratique médicale reconnu »

j’ai entendu plus d’une fois était «petit, mais parfaitement constitué». Une épithète vraiment en phase pour ce Congrès re-

Vous serez bien entendu informés des développements de

marquable.

nos actions dans les prochaines newsletters et je suis attentif
à travailler avec vous pour notre passion commune d’un futur

Le comité directeur s’est ensuite réuni pour la première fois à

hypnotique!

Kiev du 20 au 22 octobre. Cette réunion sur site fût généreuse-
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Translated into Spanish
by José Cava
En esta mi primera carta de Presidente me gustaría agradecer-

La junta tuvo su primera reunión presencial en Kiev del 20 al

les a todos el que me hayan elegido y que hayan confiado en

22 de octubre. Esta reunión fue generosamente patrocinada

mí para que represente sus aspiraciones en torno a la ciencia

por la UAPP (Asociación Ucraniana de Psicoterapeutas y Psi-

y al arte de la hipnosis clínica.

coanalistas) y la Facultad de Medicina de la Universidad de
Kiev. Ucrania es un país envuelto en una guerra bastante olvi-

Veo mi función principalmente como la de facilitador, para ayu-

dada, con todos los traumas concomitantes tanto psicológi-

dar a definir cómo les gustaría que progrese la hipnosis clíni-

cos como somáticos. Las presentaciones y talleres imparti-

ca en los próximos tres años. Para eso, por supuesto, tanto la

dos por la junta fueron bien recibidos y confiamos haber he-

junta directiva como yo necesitamos saber cómo podríamos

cho una pequeña contribución con útiles estrategias para sus

hacerlo mejor, así que, por favor, ¡no duden en hacérnoslo sa-

sobrecargados servicios de salud mental.

ber!
Las reuniones de la junta incluyeron el compartir nuestras viLa nueva Junta Directiva fue elegida hace unos meses en Man-

siones para el próximo trienio, e idear planes para llevarlas a

chester durante el XIV Congreso de ESH. Fue una ocasión

cabo. Hay mucho por hacer en temas administrativos y prácti-

muy especial que significó para mí la materialización de la

cos para garantizar la integridad financiera y legal de la socie-

razón de ser de ESH: reunir la diversidad de talento y experien-

dad. En términos de alcance, estamos comprometidos con

cia de nuestros miembros en un foro en el que todos puedan

estos proyectos interrelacionados:

decir que se marcharon con algo más que con lo que llegaron.
• Facilitar y fomentar la investigación, que tenga relevancia
Cuando promocionaba el evento a nivel nacional e internacio-

clínica y rigor académico.

nal, a menudo hacía una parodia del famoso comienzo de la
obra de Jane Austin “Orgullo y Prejuicio”:

• Trabajar con la Organización Mundial de la Salud (OMS) para
elevar a la hipnosis de su clasificación actual como "comple-

“‘Es una verdad universalmente reconocida, que una sociedad

mentaria a la medicina" a su lugar legítimo como una "inter-

solo puede florecer si todos sus miembros son parte de su

vención médica convencional".

vida…’, así que arriésguese, venga a disfrutar en Manchester
y sea parte del desarrollo futuro de la hipnosis clínica...”
Para terminar, una observación sobre el Congreso que refleja
nuevamente nuestras variadas experiencias. Para el Reino

Por supuesto, le mantendré al tanto de los desarrollos en futuros boletines, y ¡espero que trabajemos juntos por nuestra
pasión compartida de un futuro hipnótico!

Unido, con 350 delegados, este fue el evento dedicado a la
hipnosis clínica con más asistencia desde hacía muchos
años, y sin embargo para muchas de nuestras sociedades hermanas la asistencia fue justamente la opuesta y el comentario
que escuché en repetidas ocasiones es que fue un evento 'reducido pero perfectamente realizado'. Un epíteto adecuado
para un Congreso inspirador.
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Translated into Italian by
Fabio Carnevale
In questa prima lettera, in qualità di presidente, desidero rin-

to dall’UAPP (Società Ucraina di Psicoterapia e Psicoanalisi) e

graziare tutti voi per avermi eletto, aﬃdandomi il compito di

dalla Università di Medicina di Kiev. L’Ucraina è un paese se-

rappresentare le vostre aspirazioni in merito all’ipnosi in ambi-

gnato da una guerra in gran parte dimenticata, con tutti i trau-

to scientifico e clinico. Ritengo che il mio compito consista

mi psicologici e fisici che ne conseguono. Le presentazioni e i

nel permettere che l’ipnosi clinica progredisca, nel corso dei

workshop tenuti dal membri del Consiglio Direttivo sono stati

prossimi tre anni, nei modi che ritenete più consoni. Ma per

ben accolti e speriamo abbiano contribuito, anche se in picco-

far questo, io e il coniglio direttivo abbiamo bisogno che ci

la parte, a favorire strategie di intervento utili per i loro conge-

sollecitiate a capire come possiamo esservi di aiuto.

stionati servizi di salute mentale.

Il nuovo consiglio direttivo è stato eletto a Manchester, pochi

Le riunioni del consiglio direttivo hanno riguardato i piani per il

mesi fa, nel corso del XIV Congresso ESH. Si è trattato di una

prossimo triennio e le modalità per realizzarli. Molto deve es-

splendida occasione, che per me ha rappresentato la realizza-

sere fatto, dal punto di vista amministrativo e pratico, per ga-

zione della ragion d’essere dell’ESH. Quella di mettere insie-

rantire l’integrità finanziaria e legale della società. Nello speci-

me i diversi talenti e le esperienze dei nostri membri in un

fico, siamo impegnati nella articolazione di questi progetti in-

team nel quale ciascuno possa dire di aver lasciato il proprio

terconnessi:

contributo.
° Facilitare ed incoraggiare ricerche che abbiano rilevanza cliMentre promuovevamo l’evento a livello nazionale e internazio-

nica e rigore scientifico.

nale, ho spesso parafrasato un passaggio del celeberrimo incipit di Orgoglio e Pregiudizio di Jane Austin: “E’ una verità uni-

° Impegnarci con l’Organizzazione Mondiale della Sanità

versalmente riconosciuta che una società possa prosperare

(OMS) perché l’ipnosi venga portata dalla sua attuale classifi-

solo qualora tutti i suoi membri siano parte integrante della

cazione di “complemento alla medicina” al suo legittimo sta-

sua vita”, quindi accettate la sfida, venite a godervi Manche-

tus di “intervento medico principale”.

ster e siate parte integrante della evoluzione dell’ipnosi clinica...

Non mancherò di tenervi aggiornati sui futuri sviluppi attraverso le newsletter e mi auguro di lavorare insieme per la nostra

Permettetemi un’osservazione finale sul Congresso che riflet-

comune passione di un futuro ipnotico!

te ancora una volta le nostre varie esperienze. Per il Regno
Unito, con circa 350 partecipanti, questo è stato il più grande
incontro dedicato all’ipnosi da molti anni a questa parte e lo
stesso può dirsi per molte delle nostre società costituenti. Un
commento che ho sentito più di una volta è che si è trattato di
un “evento raccolto e ben strutturato”. Un bello slogan per un
congresso ispiratore.
Il consiglio direttivo ha tenuto la sua prima riunione a Kiev dal
20 al 22 ottobre. L’evento è stato generosamente sponsorizza-
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Editor’s Letter

Consuelo CASULA
“The next eight issues will be characterized by regular columns dedicated to create
a connection between ESH and CSs, among the CSs and the researchers.”

I thank Martin Wall for inviting me to edit

ting the President’s letter into their native

the ESH Newsletter during the triennium of

language, respectively French, German,

his presidency, from Manchester 2017 to

Spanish and Italian.

Basel 2020. I commit myself to do my best
with the help of the co-editor, Fabio Carnevale, responsible for the layout and the visual part, and Kathleen Long, our ESH President Elect, who will amend the mistakes
of the non native English speakers (like
me). I also thank Gerard Fitoussi, Marie-Jeanne Bremer, José Cava, and Fabio
Carnevale for their collaboration in transla-

This first issue is dedicated to the Manchester Congress and presents general impressions and several reviews of keynotes,
workshop and various presentations…The
next issues will continue what the previous
editor, Andras Kolto, has done during his
mandate. In particular I hope we will complete interviewing the presidents of the
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ESH Constituent Societies who have not

si, who will replace Christine Guilloux and

answered so far. The desired outcome is

her French Corner - we thank her for her

that for 2020 we will have gathered an over-

contribution during the past years- with a

view of the people who gave their contribu-

new column called French Connection. Ge-

tion not only to their society but also to

rard will inform us about some French inco-

ESH and the entire hypnotic community.

ming congress or give us the flavor of a

Another aspect that I would like to follow,

congress already occurred, will present so-

started by An-

me books or ab-

dras, is cros-

stracts of articles

sing the brid-

appeared in va-

ge in both di-

rious French Jour-

rections

nals.

between ESH

The same will do

and ISH, sha-

one of the two ex-

ring articles

ter nal contribu-

and news pu-

tors, Marie-Jean

blished in the

B r e m e r, f r o m

two NLs.

Luxemburg, who

I also propose

The first meeting of the new elected Board of Directors in Manchester.

some

will be our resource for the German

changes. The

Connection infor-

next eight issues (four in 2018 and four in

ming us about what is going on in Germa-

2019) will be characterized by regular co-

ny regarding congresses, workshops, publi-

lumns dedicated to create a connection

cations and so on.

between ESH and CSs, among the CSs
and the researchers. These columns are
handled

by two board members and by

two external collaborators. One board
member is Peter Naish: he will update the
ESH readers about what is going on in the
research field, in Europe and in our CSs.
The other board member is Gerard Fitous-

The other external contributor is Silvia Zanotta from Switzerland, who will connect
the ESH hypnotic community with the Ego
State Therapy, informing us on congresses, workshops, books on this topic.
The new ESHNL will be committed to connecting our community.
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About Manchester
(in general)

XIV Congress Of the
European Society of
Hypnosis

12
General Comments and
Behind the Scenes.
Ann Williamson, United Kingdom

cessfully. There was a scary moment when I somehow managed to delete a whole load of files by mistake but thankfully

Two years ago, after visiting several diﬀerent venues, I arri-

Tom O’Connor was on hand to rescue me!

ved at the Hilton Deansgate in Manchester, and thought it
would make a very good venue for our Congress as we

Then, many meetings and emails later, registration opened to

could take over the entire first floor and be self-contained,

what we hoped would be an exciting and successful Con-

with a good area to mingle at refreshment breaks. Then the

gress, and all I had to worry about then was whether the AV

upside of being the organiser - afternoon tea in Cloud 23 -

would work (which in the main it did)! 😊

whilst we looked at possibilities and costings!
Having engaged Meeting Makers as our professional conference organisers I was happy to leave the registration and a
lot of the organising with them, whilst the Organising Committee and I had several telephone conferences and many email
exchanges over how everything should be done. After the
usual worry dreams of having nobody turn up and nightmares of making a huge loss, we did gradually reach our lower
target of 300 delegates early in 2017 and we breathed a sigh
of relief!
The programming was fun – trying to bring order out of
chaos! Cath Potter and I used more than a hundred post-it
notes, each one with the name and length of each presentation, and played jigsaws on large pieces of flip chart paper,
as we tried to fit everything into the time frames we had, and
not have two similar topics running concurrently. Then, of
course, there were changes to be incorporated later and the
jigsaw had to be reconstructed.
Trying to come to grips with Uniquedoc was also a challenge, but one I thought worthwhile, as I wanted the presentations to be available to delegates, especially as we had a large number of parallel sessions. Not naturally technically
minded, I eventually managed to use it and upload files suc-

Peter Naish, United Kingdom
The last time I wrote it was to welcome you to the Manchester Congress, and to say how much I was looking forward
to meeting you. Those of you who managed to attend will
know that, thanks to the hard work of the organisers, the
event was a great success. I certainly enjoyed it immensely,
and getting to meet European colleagues was entirely the
pleasure I expected.
My background is strongly grounded in science, so I very
much enjoyed the keynote talks from Stuart Derbyshire and
Ulrike Halsband, on the first full day of Congress. They both
described marked changes in brain activity being detected
when people are hypnotised. This reminded me that it was
not so long ago that people were claiming there was no evidence for anything very much happening during hypnosis!
One of the interesting observations is that there are particular changes in people who are highly hypnotically susceptible; it seems probable that these are the people who would
gain most therapeutic benefit from hypnosis, while others
would perhaps do better with meditation. Wouldn’t it be nice
to be able to give people a quick test, so that they could be
assigned to the therapy that best suited them? Unfortuna-
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tely, the equipment being used to detect brain changes is

Susan Pinco, USA

large, complex and very expensive!
It was with great anticipation and a bit of trepidation that that
One of the nice things that happened to me in Manchester

I prepared for my trip to the ESH Congress in Manchester

was being elected to the ESH Board of Directors; I have be-

this August. The joyous anticipation stemmed from the know-

en given an oversight role for science. That means I shall be

ledge that I would be reconnecting with old friends, meeting

writing something science-associated for each issue of the

interesting new people and doing one of my favorite things;

Newsletter. I hope before long to include some ideas on a

teaching. The trepidation arose from my experiences with 9/

quick, simple and inexpensive way in which lots of us could

11 in NYC and the awareness that Manchester had experien-

test people’s brain state and combine our data.

ced a similar tragic blow to the fabric of its being.
Much to my surprise, what I encountered when I arrived, was
vibrant city filled with friendly open resilient people. And to

Ali Özden Öztürk, Turkey

my delight, the staﬀ and attendees at the Congress mirrored
the people on the street. During the days and evenings there

14th ESH Congress was hosted successfully in Manchester

was ample opportunity to share ideas, learn new approaches

while providing a friendly and warm professional environ-

and debate the eﬃcacy of various modalities with people of

ment. It was organized very well to give the opportunity to

extraordinary intellect. And, of course, there was time to ha-

increase knowledge for the use of hypnosis in various profes-

ve fun learning Celtic Dancing, sharing meals and exploring

sional fields. Thus, this provided a wider perspective for the

the city.

range of fields a patient can be treated with using hypnosis.
In addition, the outstanding cooperation of ESH and The British Society of Clinical and Academic Hypnosis (BSCAH) for
this congress created a thought-provoking and inclusive atmosphere to gain new practical skills and a deeper understanding of the use of the more eﬃcient use of hypnosis
within each professional field.
This outstanding organization had also ensured a ground to
share knowledge, experience and enthusiasm with many colleagues from diﬀerent countries and professional
backgrounds. Besides many interesting workshops, presentations and discussions, there was a well organized and welcoming social environment. This helped a lot in being a part
of this privileged network. The social events, catering and
drinks reception were very well organized and made us feel
comfortable and relaxed. I also think that Manchester proved
to be a great congress venue.
It was possible to visit many attractions and explore numerous cultural venues within Manchester and surrounding cities. To sum up, I believe this congress was a great learning
and sharing experience for me and for many colleagues to
unlock hidden potentials for the future of hypnosis, for our
professional improvement and for personal growth by crea-

There are many memories that stand out for me as I reflect
back on this time; a lively conversation about quantum physics as it applies to hypnosis with a young man from Belgium who is working on his advanced degree; a mind expanding conversation with Gary Bruno Schmidt about, what else
but, quantum physics; a brief but intriguing conversation
with Mark Jensen about his current research; an all too brief
conversation with Julie Linden, and quick hug from Consuelo
Casula. These and many more memories will continue to nourish me until next August and the ISH Congress.

ting a valuable network of hypnosis in communication,
health and healing.
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Gunnar Rosén, Norway / Sweden

cialise, meet friends and - oﬀ course, to work. Behind the
scenes we met at the WBDH Board (German speaking socie-

The Norwegian Society for Clinical and Evidence based

ties/scientific research group), where Matthias and I introdu-

Hypnosis had the pleasure of being well represented at the

ced a brand new study: „Eﬀectiveness of Integrative Image-

Manchester ESH congress, actually almost 10% of our mem-

ry- and Trance Based Psychodynamik Therapies: Guided

bers participated. In the great number of keynotes, invited

Imagery Psychotherapy and Hypnopsychotherapy (C.Sell,

addresses, papers and workshops we were really overwhel-

H.Möller, S. Taubner 2017). Between the lectures and work-

med by the contents, quality and presentations. Now being

shops there was plenty of space to renew professional con-

back home just looking through the book of abstracts is a

tacts and old friendships as well. Some colleagues I only see

lovely reminder of that. The well-known themes in hypnosis

at international conferences - thanks to our ability to use

were of course there but also in depth lectures about valuab-

hypnosis we are able to utilize time distortion and make a 15

le knowledge about

minute break feel

brain body interac-

like a one hours

tion and the power

chat.

of hypnosis to create
changes for a better

The Welcome Recep-

life. There were also

tion was a perfect

examples of new ap-

place to bond and

proaches for lear-

make new connec-

ning like the work-

tions. I did enjoy the

shops.

Northern Evening
(although the ESH-

How professional

Meeting was running

mistakes can unlock

late and we could

hidden potentials

not start with „star-

and be learning op-

ters“ but rather with

portunities, for thera-

the delicious „de-

pist and patient.

serts“) with music

Now we really ex-

and "guided dan-

pand and show

cing". On Saturday

thrust in each other.

the Manchester Pri-

This congress was not very large, maybe some 250 people

de parade started and went right by the Hilton so we used

who could enjoy a very well organized congress and eve-

the break to watch and celebrate with the many spectators

rything being at the same spot. Both in terms of getting

of this heart-warming event. For all of those who had no

food, entertainment, and getting together for the gala and

chance to take part this time I hope you can make it to the

dance. Getting together and finding each other was easy alt-

next congress in three years in Basel - happy to see you the-

hough leaving was not, but fortunately all those great memo-

re, proud to be part of the European Hypnosis Family.

ries are always there. Thanks to Consuelo Casula, Ann Williamson and the Great Team.
Gabor Filo, Canada
Eva Pollani, Austria

ESH XIV Manchester has come and gone. It is a remarkable
feat to stage an international multidisciplinary meeting every

The congress of the European Society of Hypnosis is not on-

three years. To stage a successful one is even more impressi-

ly a place to learn and grow - furthermore it is a place to so-

ve. In today’s uncertain global climate this is even more of an
achievement. Strictly speaking it is more than merely a Euro-
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pean meeting as many of us come from other parts of the

rooms, making presenters have much less freedom of move-

globe – all of us attracted by hypnosis.

ment.

The smorgasbord of clinical and academic oﬀerings was

Talking about travel & leisure, the location of the Hilton hotel

broad and interesting. I took part in two quantum physics

was very adequate. The proximity of Deansgate train station

based presentations that piqued and rewarded my curiosity.

with direct access to the airport was really appreciated. Even

Albrecht Schmirer’s non-verbal induction was also edifying,

though, understanding the English train system is not an ea-

not to mention the inspired appearance of James Braid him-

sy task! Deansgate, a lively street, and the good weather in

self to close the conference. But being an inveterate interna-

the congress days invited us to wander around. Manchester

tional hypnosis conference attendee was that reason enough

city center has a suggestive environment with a peculiar buil-

to venture 5550 km from my front door to Manchester?

ding style, mix of modern and old times, not easy to classify.

Having cogitated on the question, I realized that it was not

The social events were great. We could enjoy a really

the oﬀerings that compel me to travel to hypnosis conferen-

“healthy” meal in the Gala Dinner. Live music that evening

ces. Rather it is the opportunity to meet old friends, make

was also lovely, especially for me to listen, as it was not very

new ones, reminisce and share experiences both clinical and

familiar to me. Not surprisingly anyhow, I am in my 50s and

personal. More is learned at coﬀee breaks, meals and wai-

come from South Europe. So I could really relax after dinner

ting for presentations to start than in the formal presenta-

not feel the urge to dance and just enjoy a fantastic time tal-

tions themselves.

king with my fellow diners. I would like to send a big congratulation to the congress organizers and staﬀ team members

This networking is a boon. We hypnodontists work in relative

for their professionalism, kindness and eﬃciency.

isolation deep within our operatories rarely encountering fellow hypnodontists. To realize that there is a worldwide community of hypnosis enthusiasts and to be able interact with
them, to recharge and re-energize our passions is the true

Teresa Robles, Mexico and Carlos Castro, Portugal

blessing of these conferences. In this regard, Manchester
was a bona fide success!

Some days after our participation at the ESH Congress in
Manchester, while Teresa is taking some days in Porto, Portugal, we have been thinking and talking about our experience
at the Congress. We would really like to congratulate the

José Cava, Spain

ESH and the organizers. It was an excellent Congress from
many points of view.

The last ESH Congress in Manchester has been a very interesting and well organized event. And not only during congress

We had the chance of attending research presentations as

time, but also in the pre and post stages of the congress.

well as clinical ones. To learn about new information but also

The good registration system and excellent support for ac-

new tools for improving our practice.

commodation, social events and other requests, also helped
greatly. And the Unidoc system was undoubtedly a very ap-

It was excellent that participants could find workshops at dif-

preciated tool to have the congress presentations and other

ferent levels: introductory, medium and advanced, conducted

info readily available after the congress.

by professionals not only from Europe but also from countries as far afield as Iran, Australia and Mexico. Teresa would

The atmosphere during the congress was friendly and re-

like to thank the ESH for always accepting her participation

laxing, it was not a massive event, and the closeness of eve-

even if she is not part of the Society.

rything encouraged participants to interact with each other.
The meditation/self-hypnosis sessions at lunch time were a

Congratulations for being always on time! Also for the venue

very good idea, too. The conference rooms and other con-

and the program and thanks a lot for the excellent Coﬀee

gress spaces were very nice, Hilton quality. Something I mis-

Breaks and the opportunity for getting in touch with old

sed was the non-availability of wireless microphones in large

friends!
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Udi Bonshtein, Israel

rience would be to encourage all of you: “Hypnosis practitioners, come and share with us your expertise.” In addition to

If I were to be asked to summarize in one sentence my

my experience as a presenter, I also had the opportunity to

overall perception of the 2017 ESH congress, it would go so-

participate in some great workshops provided by others.

mething like: "Hypnosis practitioners, come and share with

One that I found especially meaningful was that of Anke

us your expertise." During the congress, I witnessed and ex-

Precht (Germany) about hypnosis in individual sports and

perienced-first hand, much fruitful learning. If I were to try to

competition. Another noteworthy aspect of the 2017 ESH

narrow down that which contributed to its great teaching suc-

congress, was the spectacular location. The Lake District

cess, at least in my case, I would have to say that it was the

was superb, and the weather great. I found the football ga-

particular combination of presenting, and being given the

me of Manchester United against Leicester City (which I had

opportunity to interact with others (co-presenters and audien-

the opportunity to watch) to be amazing (it was also the very

ce). I especially enjoyed both the panel in which I presented

first football game I ever attended). Additionally, the pride

my work (together with Mark Jensen and Gunnar Rosen) as

parade that took place was colorful and joyous. Overall, the

well as the workshop I provided with Sragit Grinberg. I found

2017 ESH congress was an immense opportunity to meet

the work to be fascinating as well as inspiring. The only thing

some great fellows and friends from around the globe. It ena-

I can think of that can further enhance my wonderful expe-

bled us to collaborate between local societies and between
individuals. On behalf of all the members of the Israeli Socie-
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ty of Hypnosis: It was a great pleasure to be a part of this lar-

Nina Henricksen, Sweden

ge, professional, and fun group. I look forward to the 2020
ESH conference in Basel, Switzerland.

I think I am not the person you would want to comment on
the Congress in Manchester. Manchester made me think I
may not attend further congresses. I spent a lot of time
trying to find lectures where I would learn something from

Edgars Skrodlies, Latvia

someone but when I found a title that looked interesting, the
contents were read literally from the slides. Then by the time

To begin with I wish to thank the organisers of Manchester

I finally found a lecturer who could speak and be interesting,

congress and ESH for the huge amount of work they did. It

the time was more than halfway through. I know I was re-

was my first attendance at a big European hypnosis con-

sponsible for choosing what to go and listen to, but being 70

gress and I did not know what it would be like due to lack of

and not yet able to make proper choices? Then I’d rather

prior experience: my expectations were that it would proba-

stay home and read a good book on the subject.What made

bly be something very formal.Now, a few weeks after the

an impression on me was the old library, the old canals in the

Manchester congress, I have very good feelings about this

city, the chaotic new and old buildings thoughtless scattered

meeting. Soon after I returned to Latvia, I presented informa-

around, the fantastic help and assistance from the railway

tion from the event to my colleagues and friends. I was very

staﬀ, who worked in total chaos on the railway because of

excited as always after such big events. Now for me it’s be-

cancelled trains, and made it function with kindness. And

coming a legend (“aah it was at the Manchester congress”),

last but certainly not least a very good Italian restaurant just

later it will become a myth as many people that I met there

100 meters from the hotel.

were authors and researchers. When I mention some names
from this meeting in the future they will be just memories for
me and will mean nothing to those who were not there.
As you may understand, this is about people I met at Manchester congress but I will be short to not become boring.
My luck was incredible: any time I was going to lunch or coffee break I met and had a conversations with speakers, authors or practitioners. Some of them taught me new things
and from others I rediscovered things I had forgotten to use.
Some of them encouraged me to try new things like a nonverbal approach and some showed me new nuances which
helped give me a deeper understand hypnosis. What amazed me was sharing knowledge. Everyone I met was freely
sharing ideas, experience, techniques and professional secrets which is most valuable and can’t be read in some
books. Probably everyone could find something interesting
for them as there where so many options even for people
who are new in a field of hypnosis. Also it was the first time
for me to meet dental practitioners who use hypnosis: it is
amazing! In my country I had never heard even a rumor that
some dentists use hypnosis and it is a common practice
world wide. It was very nice to see presentations of scientific
research about hypnosis in some diﬀerent areas and even in
invasive cardiology. So thank you all and see you in Basel!
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Workshops, Keynotes and
Presentations

XIV Congress Of the
European Society of
Hypnosis

Shaul Livney

story to the eternal human problem of pain management. It
included the keynote 4 “Hypnotic Strategy to Optimize the

As I began to listen to Marie-Elizabeth Faymonville’s keynote

Management of Pain” by Marie-Elizabeth Faymonville (Bel-

address on hypnotic strategies to optimize the management

gium), and the keynote 5 “Hypnosis never Hypnotized: Unloc-

of pain, I remarked to my neighbor that it’s a shame that she

king Hidden Potential from the Archaic Past of Hypnosis” by

isn’t presenting in her mother tongue (French). But any reser-

Walter Bongartz (Switzerland).

vation rapidly dissolved as I began to be enraptured in her
talk. I often consider the dichotomy between charming pre-

Marie-Elizabeth Faymonville clearly showed the state of the

senters without content, and profound presenters without an

art on the use of hypnosis in anesthesiology and in the treat-

interesting style. I am always enraptured by the few who

ment of chronic pain, emphasizing how hypnosis and self-

combine style with depth of content. Faymonville has it in

hypnosis allow one to move far beyond the limited attempt

any language! She brings together her professional and expe-

to treat pain as a plane symptom ‒ as approached by the ru-

rimental expertise in a clear and precise manner, with her

ling reductionist approach relying on drugs and invasive pro-

charisma and calm soothing manner. I was taken by a com-

cedures only ‒ to manage the whole patient in a holistic way,

ment towards the end, wherein she remarked that the sub-

including depression, fatigue, insomnia and emotional func-

jects preferred the hypnotic condition over the others stu-

tioning. She has also stressed how hypnosis allows for impro-

died. I took this to show how her “selling” ability comes from

ving the cost-benefit ratio, not requiring drugs and

a place of established research in the field of hypno-seda-

equipment.

tion. I am always frustrated by the medical establishment’s
resistance and suspicion about hypnotic intervention. When

Walter Bongartz provided the audience with an intriguing

asked how she was able to overcome the latter, she explai-

journey to the origin of hypnosis and related healing techni-

ned how she simply began to confirm the eﬀectiveness of

ques across centuries, up to the archaic and traditional socie-

hypnosis by doing extensive research. To quote the famous

ties, which date back to the prehistory and then to Egyptian

philosopher Mario Puzo (The Godfather) “I’ll make you an

and Greek medicine and mythology as well as the healing

oﬀer you can’t refuse”! She brought them the evidence

traditions of American, African and Australian native cultures.

which convinced them. In her address, she convinced us of

An interesting aspect of his presentation is the emphasis on

the eﬀectiveness of hypnotic intervention in both acute and

the use of multiple syntactic and semantic repetitions in the-

chronic cases of pain, bringing the scientific evidence (inclu-

se cultures since antiquity to get the activation of inner reali-

ding brain scans, fMRI’s) in her soothing and convincing man-

ty, experience and trance, where no direct suggestions were

ner. An unbeatable combination! A further point: she combi-

present but, rather, cognitively demanding rich metaphors

nes the Hypno-sedation with a mild local anesthetic. I have

and images.

also always preferred the combined approach in my practice
(especially not being a medical practitioner) presenting
Hypno-sedation as an addition and not as a replacement.
Linda Thomson
I had the personal and professional pleasure of attending the
Enrico Facco

European Society of Hypnosis in August in Manchester,
England. The program committee of ESH did a wonderful

An outstanding session was performed on Friday 25th mor-

job in creating an intellectually stimulating, collegially frien-

ning, covering a wide spectrum of hypnosis from the prehi-
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dly, and professionally valuable Congress. I particularly en-

who have not experienced hypnosis. Consuelo seemed to

joyed the Keynote addresses.

be working it out from a philosophical point of view.

For years we only had theories about what was happening in

Strategies to elicit Values (regarding human beings) in pa-

our patient’s brain during and after a hypnotic trance. I am

tients is to “unlock patients’ hidden potential”. The procedu-

so grateful that there are neuroscientists like Ulrike Halsband

res for such strategies are diﬀerent from the procedures of

who are doing this work. Dr Halsband of the University of

science. In scientific research, the procedures are operatio-

Freiburg gave an excellent keynote at the ESH Congress on

nally defined at first, and then the dependent and indepen-

the functional changes in brain activity with hypnosis. She

dent variables are measured to find out an optimal condition.

described hypnosis as a modified state of consciousness

However, for we hypnotists, procedures are postulated from

which can now be

the beginning to be optimized for each patient.

measured and presented the latest re-

search on the neurobiology of hypnosis.
We know hypnosis needs to preserve its complexity in order
Dr Halsband then went on to discuss the results of studies

to help patients use their potentials. And yet, in scientific re-

analyzing the eﬀects of hypnosis on the fear processing

search, we have to describe hypnosis objectively and opera-

structures in patients with dental phobia and musicians with

tionally, which makes hypnosis look like a mere technique.

performance anxiety. The studies showed that hypnosis is a

This dilemma has made it diﬃcult to fulfill my desire to de-

powerful method for strengthening resources to reduce

scribe hypnotic practices correctly. It might be supplemen-

anxiety and phobias.

ted with personal case studies but this is not enough to dispel the misunderstanding amongst those who are unfamiliar

She concluded that neuroimaging studies confirm the role of

with clinical hypnosis. Consuelo’s key note gave me a hope

hypnosis as a function of suggestion. Through the technolo-

that a “philosophy of hypnosis” might be established to help

gical modalities of neuroimaging and physiological studies,

create a balance with the “science of hypnosis”.

Dr Halsband and colleagues have paved the way to a better
scientific understanding of the neural mechanisms of hypnosis.
Anna Maria della Grotta
Have you ever tried to open a pop-up book? It's like the arriMiyuki Mizutani

val of a special letter, a new music, notes of a melody.

Consuelo Casula in addressing “Eliciting Hypnotic Values”,

Attending the presentation on the pace of musical notes al-

she said “the study and the practice of hypnosis helps us to

lows us to experience a fundamental change that definitely

refine our instincts, to train our emotions, thoughts and ac-

influences the course of hypnotic therapeutic treatment preci-

tions”. Because we are required in practicing hypnosis to “re-

sely because it is experiential at all sensory levels.

spond more ethically and fairly to diﬀerent situations, and to
diﬀerent patients”. She referred to what is included in our

Musical metaphors allow the therapist to rebalance the sy-

usual hypnosis practice, but is not often discussed in the

stems of notes that, apparently stored, only need to be repo-

context of scientific hypnosis.

sitioned in their place. This allows the integration of the Spirit
and Science. It is therefore a matter of suspending the an-

Certain “behavior systems” in each historical era from tempo-

cient belief of conventional techniques, to acquire a new the-

ral to theological, have their own virtues. In a “system of

rapeutic modality where the introduction of music, which ap-

hypnosis”, values regarding; human beings, the setting and

parently creates chaos, goes instead to a continuos search

the therapeutic alliance are postulated as fundamental. I ha-

for balance.

ve felt that hypnotic practice needs to be systematically described because it is multifactorial and inexplicable for those

It fits in a harmony of sounds, in a system of instruments that
seem to be dysfunctional to each other, but if you stretch
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your ear, you will be able to lead in the middle of chaos and
the composition will take shape.
It will be just a game of pinching one string instead of another, or using the bow that caresses the notes, in a soft union
of mind and matter, the body and spirit.
D Moll… C Dur …E...A... a bit more here ... without hesitation!
It's the joy of writing on a pentagram!
Prerogative and privilege of an artist whose art ... never dies!
"When we are young we think, for a while, that happiness is
something due, this is why we are extremely impatient with
everything that limits us." (John Keats)

Anne-Marie Harnum
As usual with congresses there are too many interesting
workshops and lectures to choose from.

I will just briefly

mention two out of many excellent presentations from a well
organized congress in Manchester with a record number of
participants: first the Italian professor Camillo Loriedo who
is always such a pleasure to listen to, he has a sincere altruistic warm and empathic approach to his patients which can
only inspire to go home and try to emulate it
The second interesting workshop was conducted by the
American Tobi Goldfus who works with young people that
have become "addicted" to their cell phones and social media. It was an eye opening experience to hear how she combined Ego State Therapy with what she called mini trances
or trancettes in her therapy, working with a fine and non-judgemental attitude towards her young clients. She has written a book called "Helping our young clients develop a
strong "Inner Selfie" - highly recommendable in these digital
times.
Of course there were many more fine presentations which I

hope others have given their account of.

Livia Ileana Duce
During this amazing well organized Congress, it was a pleasure to attend some interesting presentations and among
these, I was attracted to the two voices workshop “How professional mistakes can unlock hidden potentials and be learning opportunities, for therapist and patient” of Susanna Carolusson and Camillo Loriedo. It was reassuring to hear that
two such successful colleagues, had themselves to deal with
mistakes, on more than one or two occasions, in their own
professional experience.
Clinical hypnosis is a skill of using words and gestures in particular ways in order to achieve specific outcomes. Few
fields have had the ups and downs that hypnosis has had in
its history. Clinical hypnosis is not the same as research or
sport or entertainment hypnosis and sometimes we are…
let’s say “stressed” by some patients, by certain particular
treatment requests or expectations.

In such situations we
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can make mistakes that in a normal session or in conditions

Induction.

of serenity we could never do.
Deepening the trance.
During their workshop, with their illustrations and with some
humorous examples from their own experience Susanna and

Swing back and forth between both hands.

Camillo explained the capacity that hypnosis oﬀers: the possibility to use our mistakes in a therapeutic way. In some way

Start ideomotor approach: Combining both sides.

our two colleagues shifted my way of thinking about mistakes in therapy and in the meantime gave me the necessary

Time-progression.

elements to integrate them in the therapeutic process.
Re-orientation to here and now.
During their workshop Susanna and Camillo allowed the participants to work in couples and to “confess” their mistakes

Annette showed a beautiful video with her client and all the

to each other. This was a very original opportunity for me to

participants of her workshop could see, learn and apply her

work on specific doubts that I had with some of my patients.

technique in their future practice. Thank you Annette!

The workshop closed with an appreciated double hypnotic
induction. Thanks to Susanna and Camillo.
Stefan Hammel
It was impressive to experience Inger Lundmark work with
Shaul Navon

hypnosis in couple and family therapy. “Experience“ is the
correct word for the workshop as she invited the participants

The Manchester congress was a successful congress: It was

to go in a group trance just as she would invite her families

rich, versatile and attractive. As a clinician and a researcher

and couples to do so. I recall one of the trances following

in hypnosis, I was expecting to attend creative and intere-

questions like“If your family were organising a big picnic and

sting workshops. In our field, you show your work. You de-

every family member could bring something to eat what

monstrate your therapy. Explanations and descriptions of

would be your contribution? How would you prepare it?

"how I do it" are not enough. In a workshop of a congress

What would it look like? How would it taste and smell? Who

the presenter must present "how", either in a live demonstra-

do you think would like to eat it? Who wouldn’t?“ The disco-

tion or in a video prepared in advance.

veries of each family member would lead into a resource focussed dialogue opening into further guided trances which

One of the most creative workshops at the congress was the

could sound: „If your family was a vehicle, what do you think

workshop done by a young German hypnotherapist: Annette

it would be? A coach, a ship, a truck, or something diﬀerent?

Fuerst. Her workshop title was: "Both at the same time –

Which part of this vehicle would you be? Which parts would

How to treat ambivalence". Patients come to therapy when

the others be?“ I was somewhere deep in trance but accor-

they are torn between two sides and they think that they ha-

ding to my memory a couple trance led us collectively to ti-

ve to decide. Either one way or the other. Annette Fuerst has

mes and spaces where we gained resources and disposed

suggested a creative hypnotherapy technique to provide a

of things not needed any more. A playful lightness, the creati-

solution: "both at the same time". Her approach consists of

ve utilisation of anything coming up as well as an atmosphe-

eight steps:

re of curious exploration was particular to the workshop. Inger is building a network of therapists using hypnosis with

Which topics does the client want to work on?

couples and families and will be happy to find further colleagues who do so (www.ingerlundmark.nu).

Explore both sides. Left hand and right hand represent both
sides.
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spective in

Marie-Jeanne Bremer

a trance-state. Instructions for the desensitiza-

tion and cognitive restructuring are given step-by-step, slowAs a psychotherapist, I enjoy having a variety of tools in my

ly; the situation which is triggering panic or worry has to be

backpack. Both of following workshops at the ESH Con-

powerful enough, but not overwhelming, so that the anxiety

gress in Manchester did meet this goal and furthermore, they

level might only rise to 3 on a ten point scale. The cognitive-

reflect the broad diversity and multiplicity of hypnotic tools,

behavioral therapy, although very important and successful,

topics and teachings presented at the congress.

remains to often laborious. But in combination with the
hypnotherapeutic approach, connecting the patient to his

In their workshop «Rapid hypnosis: a practical mastery work-

wholeness and accessing easily the autonomic nervous sy-

shop» Gabor Filo and Ashley Goodman, both dentists, provi-

stem and the emotional level, the therapy becomes much

de an overview on rapid inductions

smoother and provides long term elicited resources.

Beginning with Alfred

Binet and Charles Frère who identified trance induction by
sensorial excitement (sense of hearing, sense of taste and
smell, the sense of touch) Filo and Goodman name some
categories of inductions, such as pattern-interruption, handshake or hand-clasp, catalepsy, eye-fixation, non-verbal, kinetic or imaginational inductions. In the practical part of the
workshop, I discovered the eﬃciency of some nice techniques, for example the Criss Angel’s Technique, or I realized
how rapidly you can calm the nervous system with that very
simple instant meditation of Rick Barrett: you raise up your
index fingers and focus on the sensations that might appear. After two or some more minutes, the noises coming
from the «mind-monkey» are getting quieter and the mind is
clear. You may find these techniques in the book «Rapid
hypnotic inductions» by Gabor Filo.
A final annotation: I am convinced that teaching these rapid
hypnosis inductions step by step, in a small group and in a

Miyuki Mizutani

small room with space for discussions, could boost the therapist’s ability to integrate some of these techniques into his

I have been eager to know how a variety of hypnosis practi-

/her therapeutic work, in a respectful way.

ces are done in Europe. Throughout the Congress, I learnt
that the members of this society work so hard and resource-

In contrast was the workshop given by Mathias Mende. « A

fully for patients, in the field of dentistry, emergency, surgery,

hypnotic first aid kit for treating panic and anxiety disorder ».

psychotherapy and scientific researches.

In a very structured manner, he gave information on the function of panic and stress which work in survival. Then he care-

Veit Mesmer in addressing “Hypnosis in Dental Treatment: A

fully accompanied the patient through the process of crea-

survey of diﬀerent techniques and methods”, presented the

ting a bag with the resources for a hypnotic first aid kit. The

video of a child patient who was normally not able to have

part of psycho-education with the metaphor of the early hun-

dental treatment, undergoing dental procedures happily smi-

ter is already a conversational induction into the hypnotic sta-

ling using a quick and eﬀective hypnotic induction. I was im-

te, facilitating the process of further progressive desensitization. Only after anchoring the emergency bag, because it
has to be present in critical moments, the therapist meticulously guides the patient through the steps of making the
first-aid-kit work; first with the help of the screen-technique
from a dissociated perspective, then in an associated per-

pressed to know that in Germany as many as 1600 certified
members treat patients in hypnosis. Veit and his colleagues
must have the sophisticated tactics, strategy and ‘bonne fides’ to build a foundation to deliver hypnosis to all people
who need hypnosis.
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“Hypnotic Communication in Surgical Operations with Aware-

ve Manchester was very well organized and should be consi-

ness Under Conscious Hypnosis Method” by Dr. Ali Özden

dered as another success. The congress venue was suitable

Öztürk & Gizemnur Öztürk was beyond my expectation be-

for such a great event, the saloons were well equipped, and

cause they used neither sedation nor local anesthesia. Ali

the audience was motivated and attentive. A Persian proverb

mentioned that an operation carried out under hypnosis nee-

says, “It’s the audience that lights a fire under the speaker”.

ded all the team to be on board with it.. The team shared
“the fundamental procedures” and “the hypnotic values” during the process. It is admirable that they succeed in optimizing the procedures and induction technique to unlock patients’ hidden potential to rival modern anaesthaesia. Their

The only thing that stands a little bit out was the time allocated to workshops, which I believe, was too short.
To choose among the workshops, I usually consider the topic, the abstract, and the presenter. Teresa Robles’ joint
workshop with Carlos Castro was one of those that fulfilled

work made me think about the existential meaning of pain

all the criteria. Each time I participate in one of Teresa’s work-

and its implication to consciousness problem which has be-

shops I am surprised by her expertize; I believe her talent will

en an important concern for me in working with chronic pain

never end!

patients.
First, Carlos introduced the Ego’s Home as a metaphor for
Krzysztof Klajs, in addressing “OCD, Suggestions in Family

accessing and managing the unconscious mind resources

System-Hypnosystemic Approach to OCD treatment” presen-

and then Teresa complemented it with the metaphor of Uni-

ted a meta-level of language suggestions which he knows is

versal Wisdom. We then experienced a pleasant live group

essential and necessary for OCD treatment. His practice al-

hypnosis led by Teresa in which I vividly saw my Ego’s Home

so seemed very sensitive to patients’ value and disturbing

and changed it as I wished.

situations. At the same time, I felt as if he said as hypnotherapists we need to be less obsessive in mind.

The workshop was short but very useful and informative. Since then, I have used the technique to unlock the hidden po-

The XIV ESH congress was my first experience of attending

tentials of some of my clients and found out it works well.

an international congress on hypnosis. I found an honorable
hypnotherapy community and instantly became "a tempora-

In addition to the presentations and workshops, one of the

ry member” without needing permission to enter. I felt free to

attractions of each congress is the social events and gathe-

walk around during the coﬀee break and ask about the situa-

rings of the international HYPNOFAMILY (a word coined by

tion concerning the status of hypnosis in each country. The

Veit Mesmer). I like this part very much and, in Manchester, I

members were so kind and the organizers were working hard

especially enjoyed the English Ceilidh a lot.

to create an academic community for the full four days. I am
grateful to all those people. I cannot write enough about
what I was feeling. I will never forget the warm experiences
there and will now work even more enthusiastically with

John Lentz

hypnosis.
Teresa Robles from Mexico in her Quantum Physics and
Psychotherapy presented it in a very smooth, and confident
manner. She opened with an explanation about how in every
Enayat Shadidi

atom there is the blueprint for everything else, in the world
and universe. After elaborating on this a little she asked for a

Manchester was the third consecutive ESH congress I have

volunteer who wanted to change something. When the volun-

already attended. ESH congresses are always very informati-

teer came forward they were asked to think about the pro-

ve and I’ve planned to be in Basel too. To be honest, I belie-

blem and then to go into a light trance. When in the trance
Robles instructed the volunteer to ask the universe for the
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answer. After a few moments when the volunteer showed a

showed a significant change such as 8 in the beginning and

change on his face, she asked if he had gotten the answer

3 after doing this procedure. This is a delightfully simple and

and the volunteer came out of the light trance smiling and

eﬀective way to demonstrate symbolic healing.

had gotten what he wanted. Robles obviously has done this
a lot because she seemed very confident that the volunteer

Vit Messmer is a dentist from German who says he doesn’t

would get his answer. I have tried this and taught this to so-

think he is related to the famous hypnotist by the same na-

me of my students and all found it a successful intervention.

me. Too bad because Messmer taught Two Point Hypnosis

They were more than a little surprised at how well it worked

as a light induction to calm a person before a dental procedu-

considering how light the trance was.

re. Unlike magnetism, as a device to induce trance, this
works! Besides it has other applications as well because it

Carlos Castro from Portugal presented a symbolic way to

can easily be used while fractionating the trance to achieve a

intervene on behalf of a client. Castro is a very attractive

more powerful trance. The trance is induced by asking the

man

who

patient to

when he smi-

stand and pla-

les is so

ce a hand

likeable that

over the part

you want to

of the body

please him.

that is giving

However, the

them distress.

technique he

You as the cli-

o ﬀe re d w a s

nician then

n o t d e p e n-

place your

dent upon his

hand upon

looks. He too

their back, or

asked for a

shoulder or

volunteer who

arm. You then

h a d s o-

have comple-

mething he

ted a circuit

wanted to

between the

change. The

part that is

person

distressed

thought of the

and the com-

problem that

fort that you

she wanted to

are feeling

change and he

and generating

asked them to go into a light trance where she would imagi-

through your touch to the volunteer. The experience is surpri-

ne a house of her choosing. Once she had imagined the hou-

singly powerful. In teaching this to my students one woman

se Castro asked the volunteer to go into the house and disco-

had a headache and another had a neck pain that was cured

ver the thing that needed to be fixed. The volunteer did so in

by this, and when the students repeated the technique they

her mind and Castro then asked the volunteer to have a crew

were equally successful with this approach. The personal

fix the problem. The volunteer nodded when finished and be-

touch that occurs seems to be beneficial in more than one

gan smiling. It was elegant and sophisticated while being ve-

way. This is a powerful technique that can give people relief

ry simple to use. Having taught this technique and used it as

quickly.

well now, I can tell you that every student has been successful with this technique. I usually ask the volunteer to

Albrecht Schmierer also a dentist from Germany oﬀered an

pick a number between 0 and 10 signifying how unpleasant

amazing demonstration of trance that teaches all who watch

the issue is before and after the intervention. After usually

and experience something powerful about trance. Schmierer
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along with his wife Gudrun who helps in his practice demon-

Children had a significant decrease in pain scores and signifi-

strated non-verbal induction. He and Gudrun went deeply

cant improvements in anxiety, depression, quality of life and

into trance and then touched a volunteer. She touched the

pain beliefs. In the workshop Carla demonstrated two exerci-

volunteer on the shoulders, neck, arms, and back. Albrecht

ses dealing with ruminating, negative thoughts, self-esteem

touched the volunteer’s hands, and forearms. Very quickly

and calming down the gut.

you realized that volunteer was deeply in a trance. You could
see from the back of the room that Albrecht could easily drill

One exercise is based on a ‘Sponge Bob’. Some children

into the person’s tooth with no pain, because of the depth of

act as sponges: they absorb everything, worries, stress etc.

the trance. It was astounding and dramatic.

The hypnotic technique, based on abdominal breathing, allows the child to breathe out worry and stress bubbles thus

Of course Albrecht and Gudrun use a transfer approach with

making space for positive feelings.

this induction. If I had not seen it, I would have had diﬃculty
believing that it can be done so powerfully. Actually, when I

The other exercise is the “rainbow”: “Young children travel to

got home one night in a therapy group a young woman was

the rainbow planet and use a "rainbow machine". Older chil-

experiencing a migraine headache. I said, I wished there was

dren have a special rainbow appear in their safe place. They

something we could do and then turned to the rest of the

choose a color for things like: self-confidence, health/healthy

group and told about Albrecht and his wife, and how power-

feelings in their tummy/body, concentration etc. Whatever

ful their presentation was. I allowed myself to go into a tran-

they want or need.

ce while telling the story while looking at others in the room,
and at the point that I said, “and you could tell that the per-

They choose a special color for a magic protection circle:

son was free of pain” I looked over at the young woman who

good feelings/colors are trapped inside; the circle will not let

had the headache looking purposefully for a moment and

negative things (blown out) back in. The therapist writes

then turned away to the rest of the group and finished telling

down the colors they tell when asked while in trance. At ho-

about how impressive the intervention was. The young wo-

me they make a bracelet, key chain or whatever they want

man smiled and spoke up, saying, “ My headache is gone.”

with their special colors and use them as an anchor.

Using variations of this technique have proved very helpful in
a variety of situations, where touching the patient might

I enjoyed every minute of the workshop.

seem risky and have proved equally powerful.

Carla Frankenhuis
Luc Bouteligier
Something about the workshop of Luc Bouteligier. The
Carla Frankenhuis presented “Hypnosis for children with IBS

power of using dialogue in trance with children and adole-

or functional abdominal pain”. In a randomized clinical trial

scents. The aim of this exercise is for children to deal with

130 children (aged 8-18 years) with Irritable Bowl Syndrome

pain in trance and consists of 4 steps: Teach the child self

(IBS) and Functional Abdominal Pain (FAP) were oﬀered

hypnosis using eye fixation, counting 10 to 1 and going to a

hypnotherapy by means of home-based self exercises using

safe and comfortable place. Reorienting out of trance and

a CD, and 130 children received individual hypnotherapy per-

ask about the experience. Ask the child to go back into tran-

formed by a qualified therapist.

ce to their save place and while in trance ask them to describe their place.

The protocol consisted of 6 sessions and gave these results.
Long-term eﬀectiveness of home-based HT with a CD is not

Next the child is asked to image getting smaller and smaller

inferior to HT performed by therapists in pediatric IBS or

and let this “mini me” version travel through the brain and

FAP. Treatment with hypnosis using a CD provides an attracti-

the body and make an exploratory journey. The therapist

ve treatment option for these children.
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tells things like: “you will discover what needs to be done,

ring quitting the vacation, Eva decided to reframe the encroa-

whatever you need to make it feel better is there”.

ching “boredom” as a good starting point for adventure and
creativity. As they let drifting thoughts take hold, observed

Important is to use open language and give children as little

sights, smells, sounds and sensations

suggestions as possible. We practiced in small groups and

and her children opened their eyes and looked outside the

biggest challenge for participants was not giving sugge-

“box” again. The siblings began to talk to each other, swam

stions.

Luc is an expert in installing a safe framework in

together and began to chase little crabs, reconnecting with

which the child can explore and install helpful and healing

curiosity, their inner resources, exploring creativity with new

images.Since this workshop I have used this “mini me” exer-

focus as they discussed what hermit crabs eat and tried to

cise several times with both adults and children and it ama-

discover how they reproduce. As Eva summarized, finding a

zes me what they come up with.

nurturing part inside, losing the dependency on digital stimu-

around them , Eva

li, our minds, bodies and lives are enriched.
The panel morphed into an involved lively discussion with full
engagement by the participants. The easy rapport between

Silvia Zanotta

Eva and Tobi encouraged the same with the group as all parBoth Tobi Goldfus (USA) and Eva Pollani (Austria) introduced

ticipants shared their perspectives, ideas and experiences

the topic by a personal contribution which immediately made

for making a healthy balance between digital life and real life

it relatable to all participants in the room.

and how to help clients and families integrate the use of these important and helpful tools into their daily lives. This ti-

Tobi spoke first on “The Use and Unplugging of Digital Devi-

mely topic triggered many interesting comments and per-

ces. She described how she has gradually assimilated being

spectives.

plugged in to her smart phone, how it is now almost a part of
her body, how she does not like to be separated from it, how
things that she used to consider rude and distracting from
others when absorbed on theirs - she has distastefully found

Fabio Carnevale

herself doing too, a digital numbing. She also talked about
all the positive things her little silent dinging digital box did

There are many ways of concluding an international con-

for her, its active digital pull and connectivity to the universe

gress. The XIV congress of ESH ended in a very original, sur-

through social media and other platforms. Tobi outlined an

prising and profoundly hypnotic way with “The life and disco-

intentional blueprint for getting oﬀ one’s digital phone for ba-

veries of Dr James Braid: The father of hypnosis”.

lance in real life. This included always doing it by choice (intention), when not too isolated or lonely and having the skills

Mike Gow gave us a celebration of James Braid's undispu-

to self-regulate, prioritizing real life relationships over digital

ted genius: a poetic experience in the balance between a lec-

when possible, shifting one’s focus to sharing real present

ture and a real revivification of the worlds, the ideas, studies

space with others, and letting it unfold, being comfortable

and scientific aspirations of the Scottish doctor who worked

with being a little uncomfortable, then having the choice to

in Manchester from 1828 until his death in 1860.

reconnect when one is ready and wants to.

She made a

half-dozen self-declarations one can do to make getting oﬀ

Mike Gow performed with perfect theatrical mastery not only

social media happen in an easy way.

the character of James Braid, but the very essence of his entire biography and his pioneering spirit. In fact, because of

Eva then spoke on “The Creative Power of Boredom” by tel-

those characteristics Braid can be considered as an incom-

ling the story of her family vacation in Italy that included 6

parable master.

devices fully loaded with extra cords to manage a limited wifi
connection. Her son’s laptop broke, her smartphone lost bat-

What can we say? An epic finale for a memorable congress!

tery life and her daughter’s was too old for the available connection. Even though there was a brief moment of conside-
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Calendar of Events and
Trainig Courses
RSM:
HYPNOSIS TO ENHANCE SPORTS
PERFORMANCE
12th March 2018
Date: 12 March 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Further details to follow

MEG:
HYPNOTHERAPIE: GRENZEN
ÜBERWINDEN – DAS MÖGLICHE
(ER)FINDEN
15th March 2018
Dates: 15-18 March 2018
Venue: Bad Kissingen
Invited Speakers: To be announced
Language: German with some Workshops in English
Fees:
Bis 15.12.2017: 390€ (MEG-Mitglieder 340€)
Ab 16.12.2017: 450€ (MEG-Mitglieder 400€)
Registration Website: www.meg-tagung.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
Tel: +49-30-36 28 40 40

RSM:
HYPNOSIS IN PRACTICE AND
THEORY – TOWARDS A SYNTHESIS
OF ACADEMIC AND CLINICAL PROTOCOLS
7th July 2018
Date: 7 & 8 July 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Invited Speakers:

Dr Stefanie Schramm, Hypnotherapist and Psychologist (Germany) and
Dr Asa Fe Kockum, Director AFKStockholmAB,
Psycjotherapist (Sweden)
Registration website:
http://www.rsm.ac.uk/events/hyk04
For further information please email:
hypnosis@rsm.ac.uk
Additional information to follow.

ISH:
21ST INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS:
HYPNOSIS AND SYNERGY
23rd August 2018
Dates: 23 to 25 August 2018
Location: Montreal, Canada.
Hypnosis 2018 is accepting proposals in the following categories:
■ Medical and Clinical Hypnosis
■ Intervention Models
■ Application
■ Demonstration
■ Case Study
■ Basic Research
■ Clinical Research
■ Training and Education
■ Others
Proposals can be submitted for diﬀerent types of
workshops (90 min) and lectures (15-25 min).
Proposal submission closes on October 15,
2017. This is your opportunity to get your voice into
the programme!
Did you know that:
- you will benefit from a $100 rebate on your registration fees if your abstract gets accepted (applies to
member and non-member rates only)?
- the registration fees are aﬀordable considering they
are in Canadian dollars which represents a 40% savings to the Euro and 20% to the US dollar?
- the registration fees include daily coﬀee breaks,
27
lunches and the Welcome Reception?

Registration website:
http://www.hypnosis2018.com
For enquiries please email:
info@hypnosis2018.com

360 Euro – from 19 June 2018
Registration website:
https://www.stefanhammel.com/festival
In conjunction with Institut fur Hypno-Systemische
Beratung (HSB)

HYPNOSE-KONGRESS BERLIN

DGH:
HYPNOSIS – IMPULSES IN TRANCE

6th September 2018
Dates: 6 – 9 September 2018
Times: 09:00 – 19:30
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel, Berlin
Invited Speakers: Yossi Adir, Wilhelm Gobling, Sonia Gomez, Mike Gow, Claudia Wilhelm-Goßling
Language: German
Translations: English Workshops will be translated
Fees: 400 Euro ESH Members / 500 Euro Non-Members
Registration Website:
www.hypnose-kongress-berlin.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
(Congress Organisation)
Tel: 030 36284040 (Congress Organisation)

RSM:
FUNCTIONAL NEUROLOGICAL
DISORDERS: EVIDENCE-BASED
TREATMENT APPROACHES AND
THE ROLE OF HYPNOSIS AND
SUGGESTION

15th November 2018
Dates: 15-18 November 2018
Venue: Best Western Premier Park Hotel, Bad
Lippspringe
Invited Speakers: Prof Bongartz, Prof Revensdorf,
Dr Mende and many other national and international
lecturers.
Language: German (some Workshops in English)
Translations: None
Fees: ESH Constituent Society Members = 320 –
370 Euro Non-Members = 410 – 460 Euros
Registration website: www.hypnose-dgh.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de
dgh-geschaeftsstelle@t-online.de
Tel:
+49-25 41 – 88 07 60

17th September 2018
Date: 17 September 2018
Venue: Royal Society of Medicine, 1 Wimpole
Street, London, W1G 0AE
Further details to follow

IMHE LUXEMBOURG:
2ND INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
THERAPEUTIC STORYTELLING
5th October 2018
Dates: 5 – 7 October 2018
Venue: Otterberg, Germany.
Invited Speakers: Reinhold Bartl, Ben Furman, Stefan Hammel, Lawrence Sugarman and others
Languages: Deutsch, English, Franzosisch
Fees:
300 Euro – until 17 December 2017
320 Euro – until 18 June 2018
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News from the hypnotic world
vides a succinct tip for clinical practice in a
line or two, and then provides two or three paragraphs to elaborate the key points about
the tip.

We are sorry to inform the ESH community
that dr. Assen Alladin passed away November
24. In the following ESHNL issue we will commemorate him remembering what he left with his
works and teachings

December 1st the latest book of Michael
Yapko "Taking Hypnosis to the Next Level:
Tips for Enhancing Your Clinical Practice” will
be available in kindle form as well as in paperback on Amazon. The book is meant for people who are already practicing hypnosis: it pro-
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